
 

 
 

  

is alive with the sound of Book Chat!  

Y5 teacher - Helen Barbour  

Y3 teacher - Sam Hollis-Pack 

Context 

➢ The Dolphin Primary School is a two-form entry school in Montpelier, an inner-city 
area of Bristol  

➢ 48% of the children are have English as an additional language  
➢ 39% of children are in receipt of Pupil Premium funding  
➢ 80% of the school identify as non-white British.  
➢ Year 3 and Year 5 children have participated in this project. 

Reading and listening to books is already enjoyed by most of the two year groups - 80-90% of the 
children read at least 4 times a week. This is a school expectation and there is rewarded playtime 
at the end of each week. Since the introduction of the reading reward two years ago, there has 
been a noticeable rise in children reading and engaging with books.  

In Year 5 this has further improved since the class story time has been prioritized in the morning. 
Now a more complex story can be followed and discussed by all the children. This has been 
particularly noticeable for disadvantaged children at risk of being below age related expectation 
whose engagement is high.  

However, both teachers noticed that informal chat about books and social reading was not the 
norm: we wanted to bring a buzz about books to our classrooms!  

Baseline interviews March 2021 - 15 Year 5 children:  

Reading preferences:  

Which authors do you like?  JK Rowling, Roald Dahl, David Walliams, Jacqueline Wilson. (In Year 3 
baseline discussions they were not yet confident naming favourite authors) 

What kind of fiction do you enjoy? Adventure, magical, fantasy, humour. Some children liked some 
pictures, not too many words and short chapters. Both more able and disadvantaged readers 
talked about non-fiction including nature and reading about inspirational people.  

When do you talk about books and with whom?  Three children said they did this with friends but 
only when they had read the same book. Some said they liked telling parents facts they don’t 
know and some said parents asked them questions.  

About half the children said they don’t talk to anyone about what they 
read independently. 



 

 
 

OU Research inspiration and rationale 

1. Considerable knowledge of children’s literature and 
other texts              

2. Knowledge of children’s reading practices 
3. A reading for pleasure pedagogy, encompassing:  

a. social reading environments 
b. reading aloud 
c. informal book talk, inside-text talk and 

recommendations 
d. independent reading time 

4. As Reading Teachers- teachers who read and readers 
who teach 

5. Reciprocal and interactive reading communities 

Aims  

• To have all children confidently telling us about their favourite book or author and 
for this to be exciting.  

• To increase animated, social, informal book chat in school.  

• To find out more about our classes as readers and their tastes. 

• For all children – including disadvantaged children not reading at expected standard 
- to see themselves as readers.  
 
Our aims related to behaviours and affective processes rather than cognitive 
processes:  

 
ROGO model evidence base National Literacy Trust 2017 

Actions  

1. Create a more engaging reading area and display in the class which is interactive and 
populated by the children for the children. 



 

 
 

2. Bring more informal, wider Book Chat into storytime sessions or class assemblies.  
3. Buy multiples copies for book corners for sharing.  
4. Use these multiple copies to create ‘Book Chat’ breakout sessions.  

Additional Y5 action:  
5. Create a padlet to share reading ideas.  

Impact 

1. The class display included books we had read together with emoji stickers for the 
children to respond. Children used it independently and I overheard informal chat 
about the books.  It was placed where the children line up, which was a location that 
naturally promoted talk. The additional poster from Book for Topics of the books of 
the year also encouraged informal conversations.  

 

2. Increasing more informal Book Chat during story time has encouraged children to 
engage with the current class stories. Conversation starters have included:  

“…. That has really shocked me! Has anyone else been shocked by that?” 

“….. That really reminds me of another character we read about recently…now what was his 
name…?”  

“…I love learning about the world from historical fiction. Have you read any stories set in 
the past?”  

“…What do you think of him? I can’t decide if I like his character or not.”  

I overheard children discussing main characters and key events in the class books in their 
own free time.  

3. Using a financial donation, we bought multiple copies of new books that reflected 
the diversity of our school in their characters.  



 

 
 

 

After these books were launched, we noticed increased engagement in regular reading at 
home from specific disadvantaged boys and girls who were not previously interested. One 
girl who had previously been particularly disengaged from reading and who is challenged 
with high levels of dyslexia became more interested when the books were reflective of 
characters to whom she related. She achieved her weekly reading reward for the first time 
all year, which was significant progress. She had started to see herself as a ‘reader’.  

4. Informal reading – ‘Book Chat’ sessions - were scheduled and there was enthusiasm 
across the classes.  

 

5. The padlet set up for the children did not have the intended response and there was 
little engagement. It may have benefited from more promotion. However, 

references to current authors on our class page sparked discussions. 

 



 

 
 

When the baseline questions were repeated, the Year 5 children responded in more detail:  

   

It was clear that the actions we had taken had seen some impact. We believe that the key 
factors were:  

1. New, exciting books chosen to match age, ability and interest  
2. Multiple copies to discuss with friends  
3. Representative book characters  
4. Informal reading opportunities  
5. Teacher enthusiasm!  

 

Reflections on impact the TaRs research had on practice 

As a result of our reading project, we made progress towards all of our key aims.  

Having engaged with this reading for pleasure project, it has become clear to us that to 
increase the likelihood of our children reading for pleasure in our setting, we should 
prioritise:  

• scheduling informal and social ways for children to interact with books. 

• adopting multiple copies of engaging books in classes 

• diverse representation  
• launching new books once or twice a year  

 


